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Tandem repeats (TRs) are stretches of DNA that are highly variable in length and mutate rapidly. They are thus an important source of genetic variation. This variation is highly informative for population and conservation genetics. It has also been associated with several pathological conditions and with gene expression regulation. However, genome-wide surveys of TR variation in humans and closely related species have been scarce due to technical difficulties derived from short-read technology. Here we explored the genome-wide diversity of TRs in a panel of 83 human and nonhuman great ape genomes, in a total of six different species, and studied their impact on gene expression evolution. We found that population diversity patterns can be efficiently captured with short TRs (repeat unit length, 1–5 bp). We examined the potential evolutionary role of TRs in gene expression differences between humans and primates by using 30,275 larger TRs (repeat unit length, 2–50 bp). Genes that contained TRs in the promoters, in their 3′ untranslated region, in introns, and in exons had higher expression divergence than genes without repeats in the regions. Polymorphic small repeats (1–5 bp) had also higher expression divergence compared with genes with fixed or no TRs in the gene promoters. Our findings highlight the potential contribution of TRs to human evolution through gene regulation.

[Supplemental material is available for this article.]

Tandem repeats (TRs) are DNA tracts in which a short base-pair motif, the repeat unit, is repeated several times in tandem. They are among the most variable loci, experiencing mutations in the number of repeat units that are 100 to 100,000 times more frequent than point mutations (Weber and Wong 1993; Brinkmann et al. 1998; Li et al. 2002; Legendre et al. 2007). Due to their unique properties, TRs have been extensively used as molecular markers in many population genetic studies (Ellegren 2004). Past technical constraints, however, limited the number of TRs that could be easily genotyped. For this reason, most TR-based studies of human diversity and intraspecies genetic divergence were restricted (Rosenberg et al. 2002; Molla et al. 2009; Pemberton et al. 2009, 2013; Tishkoff et al. 2009; Sun et al. 2012) or focused on comparing reference genomes (Webster et al. 2002; Kelkar et al. 2008, 2011; Payseur et al. 2011; Loire et al. 2013). However, recent advances in sequencing methodology (for review, see Mardis 2008; Metzker 2010) and the development of novel software that can systematically genotype repeats at a genome-wide scale (for review, see Lim et al. 2012) have permitted analysis of several thousand loci from multiple individuals in a cost-effective manner (McIver et al. 2011, 2013; Willems et al. 2014).

In eukaryotes, TRs located in coding regions and their promoters tend to occur in genes associated with transcriptional regulation, DNA binding, protein–protein binding, and developmental processes (Vinces et al. 2009; Gemayel et al. 2010), suggesting a regulatory role for TRs. In fact, TRs are emerging as good candidates for a type of genomic variation that can directly alter gene expression (Rockman and Wray 2002; Kashi and King 2006; Vinces et al. 2009; Gemayel et al. 2010). Because gene expression changes might contribute to the fundamental differences between humans and other species (King and Wilson 1975), it is imperative to study mechanisms that may permit rapid expression changes on short evolutionary time scales (Wray et al. 2003; Tirosch...
et al. 2006, 2009; Landry et al. 2007; Choi and Kim 2008). Promoter features such as TATA boxes, nucleosome density, and tracts of TRs can mediate such changes (Tirosh et al. 2009). Thus, the high incidence of TRs in regulatory regions in some species (Gemayel et al. 2010; Payseur et al. 2011) and their high mutability (Weber and Wong 1993; Brinkmann et al. 1998; Li et al. 2002; Legendre et al. 2007), suggests that it may be important to study TR variation to understand fundamental differences in gene expression across species and populations. In particular, since TRs constitute 3% of the human genome (Lander et al. 2001) and are dramatically enriched in promoter regions (Vinces et al. 2009; Sawaya et al. 2013), clarifying their functional role may provide important insights for the human biology field.

To characterize the extent of TR variation in humans and great apes, as well as its influence on patterns of gene expression, we examined both TR polymorphisms and divergence in different human populations and their closest primate relatives, chimpanzees and other great apes. We also investigated a potential expression divergence between human and chimpanzees based on nonrandomly associated TRs located at promoters.

Results

Divergence and population diversity of TRs

We first assessed the degree of polymorphism of TRs in human and nonhuman great ape species and, in order to do so, we analyzed genotype variation in a total of 6,965,726 TR loci in humans, 4,006,024 in chimpanzees and bonobos, 3,815,198 in gorillas, and 2,313,198 in orangutans. Specifically, these were genotyped in a panel of 27 humans (two from Europe, two from Asia, one from America, one from Oceania, and 21 sampled throughout Africa, of which nine are newly sequenced), 16 chimpanzees (four subspecies) and 12 bonobos, 18 gorillas (two species, three subspecies), and 10 orangutans (two species), respectively. To produce this repeat catalog, we used the human reference genome assembly (hg19) as a reference for all individuals, in order to facilitate genome coordinate comparison and to take advantage of the thorough human gene annotation. Additionally, to avoid potential biases resulting from using a single reference sequence, we also genotyped the corresponding TRs in the reference genome of each genus, and filtered out any repeats whose genotypes were not concordant when comparing the results using both references (for information about this and additional filtering criteria, see Supplemental Text S1, S2). For the genotyped repeat loci, we estimated average differences in absolute repeat number relative to those annotated on the hg19 human reference genome in different subspecies and species of nonhuman primate taxa, and in three human groups (non-Africans, African hunter-gatherers, and all other Africans). The total amount of repeat number differences accumulated by each group was consistent with what was expected based on their genetic distance to the human reference genome (Fig. 1A). We also found that the general patterns of heterozygosity between species and subspecies were highly concordant with those of SNP diversity in great apes on a similar data set (Fig. 1B; Prado-Martinez et al. 2013). Principal component analysis (PCA) performed with TR allele frequencies across the human samples replicated known diversity patterns among human populations (Supplemental Fig. S1A; Tishkoff et al. 2009). By using the PCA approach, we were also able to partition not only between...
great ape subspecies but also between different great ape populations according to their geographical origin, with just up to four principal components. Even for the great apes, that display a very complex taxonomy (chimpanzees), each of the first three PCs separated the four chimpanzee subspecies currently described in the literature, while the fourth PC identified substructure in the central and eastern subspecies, which corresponds to the sample’s geographical origin (Supplemental Fig. S1B). Likewise, for gorillas and orangutans, the PCA could clearly separate between species and subspecies (Supplemental Fig. S1C,E). Similar diversity patterns were observed when employing STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000) on the same set of markers used for the PCA for each taxon (see Supplemental Material Text S3), and when calculating for each taxon the standardized $R_{ST}$ value (Slatkin 1995) between all pairs of individuals (see Supplemental Material Text S4). A list of ancestry-informative markers (AIMs) for the subspecies of chimpanzees, gorillas, and for the species of orangutans is provided in Supplemental Table S1 (see Supplemental Material Text S5).

The impact of TRs on gene expression

To identify all genes with any kind of TR in the 5 kbp upstream of the transcription start site (TSS), we used a set of 13,035 one-to-one orthologous genes in the reference genome assemblies of human (NCBI GRCh37.p10, replicated the results also on GRCh38) (Supplemental Fig. S4), chimpanzee (CHIMP2.1.4), and macaque (MMUL_1; see Methods). We found that on average 29%–31% of these genes harbored TRs (3820, 3910, and 4032 for human, chimpanzee, and macaque, respectively). To check the functionality of these repeats, we carried out a randomization test ($n = 500$) using data from ENCODE (The ENCODE Project Consortium 2012) on DNase hypersensitive site locations in human lymphoblastoid cells (Sabo et al. 2006), which are accessible regions of DNA associated with gene regulatory elements (Gross and Garrard 1988). We found that 60% of TRs overlap a DNase hypersensitive site. The significant enrichment of repeats in DNase hypersensitive sites ($P$-value = $10^{-150}$) suggests that a substantial part of repeat sequences could potentially be involved in gene regulation.

Based on this premise, we used publicly available RNA-seq gene expression data (Brawand et al. 2011) to assess whether genes that contain TRs in their promoters have higher expression divergence than those that do not. To this end, we computed the mean of expression values belonging to different individuals for each gene and organ. In order to compute expression divergence between each pair of species, we calculated the difference between the mean expression values of the orthologous gene pairs, normalized by the sum of the mean expression values in a given organ. We then partitioned these pairwise expression differences into two subsets according to whether orthologous genes did or did not contain TRs in their promoters. We observed a significant increase in pairwise expression differences when genes have TRs in their promoters. More specifically, between human and chimpanzee orthologs with repeats within 5 kbp upstream of their TSS showed higher mean expression difference (0.264) compared with those without repeats (0.257, $P < 10^{-6}$, based on Wilcoxon rank-sum test [WRS]) (Mann and Whitney 1947). Similarly, human–macaque orthologs ($P < 0.01$, for all organs) and chimpanzee–macaque orthologs ($P < 10^{-5}$, for all organs) with TRs showed a higher mean expression difference (0.250 and 0.254, respectively) than orthologous genes without repeats (0.243 and 0.242, respectively). In order to avoid noise and bias for organ-specific gene expression variation differences, we next took a phylogenetic approach and performed a bootstrap-like resampling analysis, where gene expression values were sampled from different individuals of a species (see Methods). We computed two different expression distance matrices of (1000 replicates × three species pairs) for each organ and employed these matrices to construct neighboring-joining gene expression trees. Except for the macaque branch for liver- and heart-specific expression trees, all branches were significantly longer for repeat-containing genes in both species ($P < 10^{-10}$; based on a $t$-test with $n = 1000$, df = $n$–1, throughout unless otherwise mentioned) (Supplemental Fig. S5). The total tree length of genes with repeats was significantly greater in all organs ($P < 10^{-20}$ except for liver, where $P = 0.02$) (Fig. 2A). Repeats with total identity, higher Tandem Repeats Finder (TRF) (Benson 1999) score, and shorter repeat units yielded higher expression divergence differences between genes with TRs and other genes, consistent with positive correlation of such repeats to greater polymorphism (O’Dushlaine and Shields 2008). Our results were robust even when changing the tool to identify TRs in the genomes (http://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/ceoevo/cm_cm_phobos.htm) (Phobos 3.3.11) (Supplemental Fig. S6) or when adding changes in the parameters of TR identification (Supplemental Fig. S7).

When changing the distance of the upstream regions considered, we found that repeat-containing genes diverged more rapidly in their expression, and this difference was most pronounced for

![Figure 2](https://www.genome.org) Relationship between expression divergence (normalized by mean tissue expression divergence) and the presence of repeats in gene promoters and other genomic regions. (A) Boxplot of total tree lengths of genes with repeats (red) and genes without repeats (blue). Horizontal lines in the middle of each box mark the median, edges of boxes correspond to the 25th and 75th percentiles, and whiskers cover 99.3% of the data points. (B) Presence of tandem repeats associate with higher expression divergence. Bars, mean differences in expression divergence, based on pairwise expression tree length differences between repeat-containing and non-repeat-containing genes. Repeats found in upstream regions of lengths of 20, 15, 10, 5, 1 kbp, as well as in 3′ UTRs, exons, first introns, and all introns were considered, as indicated on the horizontal axis. Note that all expression differences are positive, indicating that repeat-containing genes, regardless of category, diverged more rapidly. Whiskers represent 99.3% confidence intervals.
introns were also associated with greater expression divergence. Specifically, genes containing TRs within 1 kbp of the 3′ UTR also showed significantly greater expression divergence in all organs except the testis (P < 10^-47, for all organs) (Supplemental Fig. S9A). Moreover, those 2468 human genes with exon-containing repeats also showed greater expression divergence in all organs (P < 10^-269, for all organs) (Supplemental Fig. S9B). Finally, repeats in introns were also associated with greater expression divergence (P < 10^-198) for all organs except for the heart (P < 10^-85) and the liver (P < 10^-292), both of which show opposite patterns (Supplemental Fig. S9D). The mean difference of tree lengths for repeats found in any intron was smaller compared with the mean difference for the repeats found in first introns (95% CI: 0.0080, 0.0086). Overall, our gene expression trees indicate greater expression divergence between genes without repeats and genes that contain repeats, in the following order of decreasing divergence: repeats in 3′ UTR regions (mean difference in tree lengths: 0.022) > repeats in exons (0.017) > repeats in promoters (0.015) > repeats in 1st intron (0.008) > repeats in any intron (0.003) (Fig. 2B).

We wondered whether the observed association between TRs and expression divergence is simply due to relaxed selection. We therefore performed multiple analyses to compare the level of selection in genes and their promoters with and without TRs. Between these two sets of genes, we did not find any significant difference in the sequence divergence of the coding sequences (based on the dSI/dSE ratios for single-copy genes, 0.205 ± 0.35 and 0.212 ± 0.35, respectively, P = 0.70) (see Supplemental Text S6; Supplemental Fig. S10) or of the promoter sequences (based on the number of SNPs between human and chimpanzee genomes [identified by Prado-Martinez et al. 2013], WRS, P = 0.36) (see Supplemental Text S7; Supplemental Fig. S11). Moreover, we identified on average 5.09 recombination hotspots in repeat-containing promoters, whereas other promoters contained 5.27 hotspots on average (WRS, P = 0.016) (Supplemental Text S8; Supplemental Fig. S12), suggesting that genes with TRs do not experience more recombination events than genes without TRs. We also found that promoters with TRs are not in close proximity of particular chromosome locations, such as centromeres or telomeres. In fact, they were significantly away from both regions (WRS, P = 0.001 and P = 10^-14, respectively) (Supplemental Text S8). Finally, we wondered if repeat-containing genes are enriched for specific functions that associate with relaxed selective constraints. However, we found no enrichment for any function (see Supplemental Text S10). We then wondered if other regulatory factors were involved in the observed association between TRs and expression divergence. First, we repeated our analysis for highly and lowly expressed genes separately, as gene expression levels may play a role in expression divergence (Lehner 2008; Macnell and Walhout 2011; Pilpel 2011). We found that the association between TRs and the expression divergence holds for highly (P < 10^-11) in all organs and lowly expressed genes (P < 10^-125 in all organs). Second, as CpG islands and promoter GC content have gene regulatory roles through epigenetic mechanisms (Fenuoli et al. 2012), we asked whether promoters with and without TRs differ in their CpG content. Although we found a small increase in GC in promoters with TRs (WRS, P = 0.02) (Supplemental Fig. S13), the association between TRs and expression divergence was still significantly high (P < 10^-178, for all organs except for liver, where P = 10^-6) when TRs in CpG islands were excluded from the analysis (see Supplemental Text S11). Altogether, these different approaches suggest no cofactor or evidence for more relaxed selection in genes with TRs in their promoters compared to those without.

To investigate to what extent polymorphism within species might be affecting our results, we used our set of genotyped TRs and classified repeats either as polymorphic or fixed (no variation in copy number of repeat unit) within each taxon. To this end, we used our genotyped TR data in the panel of 27 humans and 16 chimpanzees. We found that for all tissues, genes with promoters containing repeats observed to be polymorphic in both taxa showed significantly more divergence than (1) genes with the same repeat genotype (repeat length) in both taxa and (2) genes without repeats (WRS, P < 10^-168 and P < 10^-163, respectively) (Fig. 3). We again did not find a difference between the three categories analyzed (Supplemental Fig. S14) in terms of selective constraints (Supplemental Fig. S15). By using the genotyping data for human and chimpanzee, as well as for the other three primate taxa (bonobos, gorillas, and orangutans), we finally checked for overrepresented biological process terms in genes that contained repeats in three categories: (1) genes whose repeat genotype length was different between human and chimpanzees and fixed within each taxon (n = 2804), (2) genes whose repeats were the same and fixed in all genotyped nonhuman primates but polymorphic in humans (n = 1754), and (3) genes whose repeats are fixed in humans but polymorphic in all genotyped nonhuman primates (n = 2178). We found that for the first two categories processes related to cell adhesion, neurogenesis, and neural development are enriched, while for category 3 processes related to detection and response to chemical and biotic stimuli, sensory perception of taste and smell, and skin development are enriched (Supplemental Table S2). Finally, and using a list of TRs known to be associated with human diseases (Supplemental Table S3), we observed that in half of the loci surveyed, the distribution of repeat allele length was significantly different between the two species and that humans showed on average less allele repeat length variation (Supplemental Fig. S16).

Discussion

TRs are abundant in human and nonhuman primate genomes, but their variation in natural populations and their potential regulatory role remain largely unexplored. Recent advances in sequencing technology, together with the development of computational tools, have finally made it affordable to accurately genotype up to millions of TRs at the genome-wide level and to circumvent many of the constraints that traditional repeat genotyping methods entail (Gynmek et al. 2012; Guilmot et al. 2013; Highnam et al. 2013; Duitama et al. 2014; Willems et al. 2014; Carlson et al. 2015). Furthermore, quantitative deduction of gene expression divergence based on distance trees allowed reconstructing global evolutionary trends in more detail, as they are highly consistent with the known phylogeny. For example, total tree lengths correlate with organ-specific evolutionary rates, where the genes in testis show greater tree length compared with the genes in the other organs in mammals (Brawand et al. 2011). Likewise, genes located on the X Chromosome present higher expression divergence compared with genes on the autosomal chromosomes, consistent with the high evolutionary rates of sex chromosomes (Brawand et al. 2011).

Here, we surveyed the genome-wide diversity of TRs in a large collection of high-quality human and nonhuman great ape
Tandem repeats increase expression divergence

Figure 3. Relationship between expression divergence and within-species repeat genotype conservation in human and chimpanzees. Boxplots produced by resampling 1000 data points, each corresponding to the average log$_2$-transformed expression divergence value between human and chimpanzee for a particular tissue and for genes associated to a particular category. The tissues are shown on the x-axis, and the y-axis corresponds to the absolute mean expression divergence between humans and chimpanzees. The categories considered are as follows: genes with no repeats in promoters (red), genes containing exclusively repeats in promoters that have the same repeat length fixed across all human and chimpanzee samples (olive), genes containing exclusively repeats that are polymorphic in human and chimpanzees (green), genes containing small repeats (repeat unit length of 1–5 bp and <100 bp total repeat length) in their promoter (blue), and genes containing large repeats (repeat unit length of 2–50 bp) in the promoter (magenta). Genes lacking repeats in promoters or repeats for which the same repeat genotype length is found across human and chimpanzee samples show the least amount of expression divergence for all tissues.

The first intron influences gene expression more than other introns (Jonsson et al. 1992; Charron et al. 2007). Because the observed association between TRs and expression divergence could be a consequence of relaxed selection acting on sequence and gene expression, we performed multiple analyses to show that neither the coding nor the promoter sequences of the genes with promoter TRs experience relaxed selection compared with the genes without TRs. Also, we tested for other factors (functional category of genes, gene expression level, CpG islands, or genomic location) that could co-correlate with TR presence and changes in expression, to cause the observed correlation. Since none of the possible confounding factors could explain the expression divergence between the set of genes with and without TRs, our results support a potential causal relationship of the presence of TRs and changes in expression patterns in a substantial fraction of genes. This claim is also supported by polymorphic repeats, particularly compared with genes without repeats or with genes in which the same repeat genotype is fixed across human and chimpanzee samples, thus suggesting that repeat variation may elicit changes in gene expression levels across species.

Intriguingly, genes containing repeats whose genotype is conserved across nonhuman primates but polymorphic or fixed for a different genotype in humans seem to be enriched for functions related to neurogenesis and neural differentiation, as well as to development of the nervous system and cell adhesion. Furthermore, genes for which all repeats are fixed in humans but not fixed in other nonhuman primates seem to be enriched for processes related to stimulus detection, sensory perception, and skin development. Such biological processes may be associated with the evolution of human-specific cognitive traits and the response to new environments, respectively.

Our results provide further motivation for future studies to clarify the exact role of these genes in primate evolution and the extent to which repeats may have been involved in their regulation. Accumulating evidence from exhaustive genetic studies has already shown that TR variation has dramatic, often background-dependent phenotypic effects in model organisms (Verstrepen et al. 2005; Kashi and King 2006; Fondon et al. 2008; Borel et al. 2012; Egbert and Klavins 2012; Morrison et al. 2012; Raveh-Sadka et al. 2012). In yeasts, TR variation in promoters has been shown to alter gene expression (Vinces et al. 2009). An especially remarkable example in mammals is the features of a dog’s snout, such as the degree of dorsoventral nose bend and midface length, which correlate with the ratio of the length of two TRs in a gene that regulates bone formation (Fondon and Garner 2004). Furthermore, a recent study (Hellen and Kern 2015) has found that TR insertions are significantly more frequent than expected genomes and showed for the first time their possible impact on gene expression divergence between human and other primates. We observed an association between polymorphic repeats in gene promoters and increased expression divergence, an observation that was robust to changes in the method used to identify TRs and to assess gene expression divergence. This association existed for most of all organ-specific expression data, except in some cases for testis and liver. Distinct expression patterns in these organs have also been observed by others (Hsieh et al. 2003; Somel et al. 2008; Brawand et al. 2011) in different contexts.

Repeats closer to the TSS were associated with greater expression divergence, an observation that might be explained through core promoter modules occurring preferentially close to this site and exerting a strong influence over transcriptional regulation (Wray et al. 2003; Spitz and Furlong 2012). Moreover, an association with expression divergence held also for repeats in other genomic regions. The strongest of them was evident for 3’ UTRs, consistent with their known role in gene regulation (Yoon et al. 2012). In addition, repeats in first introns were associated with greater expression divergence than repeats in other introns. This observation is consistent with previous work showing that most intronic regulatory regions occur in the first intron (Rohrer and Conley 1998), that the first intron has the highest divergence between human and chimpanzees (Gazave et al. 2007), and that...
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Because we wanted to analyze only nonoverlapping repeats, the 

sequence reads of ∼100 bp used in this study imply that we were 

limited to the analysis of only ∼58% of the total fraction of TRs 

we identified in the human reference genome using Tandem 

Repeats Finder (TRF). Nonetheless, we were still able to genotype 

thousands of TRs and assess their conservation within and across 

different primate natural populations.

In the future, studies of the repeat landscape will be facilitated 

not only by the use of longer reads but also by a thorough subse-

quent genotyping of a subset of repeats, using one of the recently 

developed methods that specifically target repeats (Guilmatre et al. 

2013; Duitama et al. 2014; Carlson et al. 2015). These methods rely 

on a presuperequencing enrichment step for repeats. They are currently 

able to target and genotype several thousand repeats in many indi-

viduals and do so in a much more accurate fashion than in silico 

methods. The combination of the two approaches will yield 

much reliable and important information regarding repeat varia-

tion in natural populations. Such TR genotyping from whole-

genome sequencing data will have a profound impact on many 

fields, from conservation genetics to forensics, and on elucidating 

the role of TRs in complex trait heritability (Pres et al. 2014).

In a seminal paper, King and Wilson (1975) observed about 

humans and chimpanzees that “their macromolecules are so alike 

that regulatory mutations may account for their biological differ-

ences.” Since then, we have learned that such mutations, and in 

particular mutations that cause gene expression change, are in-

deed important in the evolution of primates and other organisms 


work shows that TRs, a type of sequence with unusually high mu-

tability, are a relevant class of regulatory mutations that might 

counter to such species differences.

Methods
Genomic sequence data
We used a total of 83 samples sequenced with Illumina paired-end reads at high-coverage (more than 20×) and with read length rang-

ing from 50–102 bp. Specifically, we used both publicly available data sets and newly sequenced human genomes. For the nonhu-

man primates, we used the complete collection from the Great 

Apes Genomic Project (Prado-Martinez et al. 2013). In addition, 

we selected a total of 27 human male samples from other genome 

sequencing studies (for sample information, see Supplemental 

Text S12; Supplemental Table S4). Raw sequence data from already 

published human and nonhuman great ape genomes are avail-

able through the Sequence Read Archive (SRA; SRP018689, 

SRP009145, SRP001139, and SRP001703) and at https://www.

simonsfoundation.org/life-sciences/simons-genome-diversity-

project-dataset/. For information on how to access data from nine 

newly sequenced African genomes, see the section “Data access.”

TR Identification
For the genomic diversity data analysis, we used the set of TRs that come with the RepeatSeq (Highnam et al. 2013) software. This is a 

set containing TRs with a repeat unit between 1 and 5 bp in length, 

identified in the human reference genome (hg19) using TRF 

(Benson 1999) v2.30, with parameters “2 5 5 80 10 14 5” (for fur-

ther clarification regarding the parameters, see Supplemental 

Table S5), and further filtered so that any two repeats are at least 

21 bp apart. By use of the same parameters, we also identified 

TRs in the panTro2.1.4, gorGor3, and panAb2 reference genomes, 

responding respectively to chimpanzee, gorilla, and orangutan. 

Additionally, we also identified TRs occurring only in or near 

genomes, using more stringent parameters and allowing for larger re-

peat motifs. Here, we considered TRs with repeat units from 2 nu-

cleotides (nt) up to 50 nt in length (for details, see Supplemental 

Material Text S13).

Mapping and genotyping of TRs and their validation 
in nonhuman primates
In order to estimate the mean and standard deviation of the insert 

size between the reads in each set of paired-end reads, we first ran-

domly sampled 50,000 reads from each sample and mapped them 

to the human reference genome (hg19) using Novoalign aligner 

version 2.08.02 (http://www.novocraft.com). We then mapped 

all the reads from each sample to the human genome reference using 

Nuoalign with all parameters set to default and supplying the 

mean and standard deviation estimates previously computed. 

When mapping, we realigned reads located around indels using the 

Genome Analysis Toolkit (GATK) version 2.5 (McKenna et al. 

2010) and used Picard Tools v1.7 (http://picard.sourceforge.net/) 

for removal of duplicate reads. Finally, using the set of TRs identi-

fied with TRF (Benson 1999) we genotyped all samples using 

RepeatSeq version 0.8.2 (Highnam et al. 2013), with default pa-

rameters and setting the “-emitconfidentsites” option. An 

approach similar to the one described above was repeated for one 

sample each from chimpanzee, gorilla, and orangutan sample 

sets, but using the corresponding species genome reference, in or-

der to generate sets of TRs that were then compared with the ones 

obtained using the human genome reference. The set of TRs that 

were discordant between the two approaches was removed from 

further analyses (for details, see Supplemental Text S2).

Absolute repeat copy-number distance from human reference 
genome and heterozygosity estimates
We estimated absolute repeat copy-number distance from the hu-

man reference genome for groups corresponding to all chimpan-

zee and gorilla subspecies, bonobos, the two orangutan species, 

and three groups of humans, namely, African hunter-gatherers, 

all Africans that did not fit in the former category, and non-


Africans. For all repeat loci genotyped, we first subtracted the repeat copy number found by TRF in the human reference genome from the repeat copy number of each allele. By use of these values, we then implemented for each group a bootstrap-like resampling approach, which we repeated for 100 times, at each instance randomly selecting a new set of repeat loci and samples, to generate estimates of the amount of occurrences of the different repeat copy-number differences relative to the human genome reference (for details, see Supplemental Material Text S14). We quantified the number of times each repeat copy-number difference was observed within each group in each of the 100 iterations and plotted these results with the geom_smooth function of ggplot (Wickham 2009), which performs a local regression fit to the data. Additionally, we estimated heterozygosity in each group using the same set same set of one hundred resamplings previously generated for estimating the absolute repeat copy-number distance from the hg19 reference (for details, see Supplemental Text S15).

TR genomic context

We characterized TRs according to whether they were located within promoters, splice sites, 3′ or 5′ UTRs, exons, or introns using the GenomicRanges package version 1.14.4 (Lawrence et al. 2013).

Repeat genotype conservation

We classified TRs in each taxon as being fixed or polymorphic across the genotyped samples. For a TR to be considered as fixed within a taxon, we required that >40% of the samples had been genotyped and that at least 95% of these share the same repeat genotype length. For a TR to be considered polymorphic, it needed to have at least four samples genotyped, with at least two different genotypes present. We classified each repeat locus as polymorphic or fixed in both human and nonhuman primates.

Gene ontology

We used the topGO R package (https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/release/bioc/html/topGO.html) to search for gene ontology terms related to biological processes that may be enriched both within human-specific repeats identified at the reference level and for particular TR genotype conservation categories within taxa (fixed or polymorphic). We used a Fisher’s exact test to infer this overrepresentation, followed by an adjustment for multiple testing of the P-values produced using the Benjamini-Hochberg method (Kasen et al. 1990).

Gene expression and sequence data

The gene expression data we used were based on RNA sequencing of approximately 3.2 billion 76-bp Illumina Genome Analyzer IIx reads (Brawand et al. 2011). Expression levels are indicated as log2-transformed reads per kilobase pair of exon model per million mapped reads. This provided one-to-one gene expression measurements from multiple primates, where each gene’s expression had been measured in six different organs (brain, cerebellum, heart, kidney, liver, testis) for between one and six individuals per species. From this data set, we used RNA-seq based expression values of all 13,035 one-to-one gene orthologs from humans, chimpanzees, and macaques. We obtained DNA sequences of the genes in our expression data set through the BioMart tool of Ensembl (Kinsella et al. 2011), using human annotation version GRCh37.p10, chimpanzee annotation CHIMP2.1.4, and macaque annotation MMUL_1.

Tandem repeats increase expression divergence

The gene expression data set we used (Brawand et al. 2011) contained gene expression measurements from several individuals of a species for each gene and organ. We took advantage of this fact to assess statistical differences in gene expression divergence with a bootstrap-like resampling procedure, where we sampled gene expression values from different individuals of a species to create 1000 replicate data sets (n = 13,035) for each organ and species.

We partitioned gene pairs in each such data set into two groups: gene pairs where genes of a given species contained TRs in a specific region of interest, such as a promoter, and gene pairs without such repeats. We then computed, separately for genes in the two groups, a pairwise matrix of Euclidean gene expression distance between all genes in a pair of species (for details, see Supplemental Material Text S16).

Overall, we created 12 separate expression distance matrices of size (1000 × 3) for two gene subsets based on repeat presence and for six organs. We used these matrices to construct gene expression trees using the neighbor-joining approach (implemented in the “ape” package [Paradis et al. 2004] in R [R Core Team 2015]). We used the branch lengths of the trees we constructed as a measure of gene expression divergence. To test the null hypothesis that the expression divergences (branch lengths) of the 1000 sampled trees were significantly different between the two gene subsets for each organ, we used paired t-tests (N = 1000, df = n − 1 unless otherwise mentioned). All P values are reported after Bonferroni correction (Dunn 1961) for multiple testing, and they were robust to number of bootstrap replicates. We performed all statistical analyses using MATLAB (7.10.0; The MathWorks, 2010).

Expression divergence versus repeat genotype conservation

We used again the expression data available for genes present both in human and chimpanzee (Brawand et al. 2011) and calculated the mean absolute expression divergence between human and chimpanzee for each tissue and TR genotype conservation category by randomly sampling 1000 genes with replacement. For each of these genes, we sampled the expression for both species from among the samples (up to six by tissue) with expression not equal to zero and calculated the log2 of their absolute expression level. We then ranked these by their absolute expression divergence level and averaged their value after removing the top and bottom 25% of values. This step was repeated 100 times, and the values were used to generate the boxplot.

To test for significance across different categories’ comparisons, we used the wilcox.test R function to implement a Wilcoxon rank-sum statistical test.

Data access

The raw sequencing data from nine newly sequenced African genomes have been submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive (SRA; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sra/) under accession number SRP052818.
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